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Cognitive Risk Assessment 
Using IBM Watson 

  

 

Challenges 

Over the last decade, large organisations have sought to find efficiencies and 
cost savings from all aspects of their operations.  Extracting greater efficiencies 
from within supply chain operations has been a source of huge savings, much 
of which has been realised by optimising interaction with key suppliers. While 
these efficiencies have driven cost savings, they have also introduced increased 
risk. The increasing inter-connectedness of organisations and their key 
suppliers exposes organisations to increasing risk in a number of areas, 
including: 

 Supplier Chain Disruption: Events throughout the globe could impact a 
supplier’s ability to deliver.  This could include financial difficulty, political 
unrest, natural disasters, etc. 

 Reputation / Brand Risk: As organisations are more closely aligned, the 
actions of suppliers could have a direct impact on the reputation or brand 
value of their trading partners. 

 Compliance: Regulators continue to put more pressure on organisations to 
be responsible, not just for their own compliance requirements, but also 
for those of first, second or even third tier suppliers. 

Adding to this challenge is the fact that while risk is increasing, budgets for 
supply chain or procurement operations have not kept up.   There is simply no 
way internal resources can manually keep a close eye on their suppliers and 
monitor for a wide variety of risk indicators. The typical solution for most 
organisations is to use supplier self-reporting for periodic assessments. 

 

Alyx Solution 

Alyx Technologies, using IBM’s Watson Explorer platform, has created a 
software-as-a-service (SaaS) application that uses the cognitive power of 
Watson to monitor thousands of online news and data sources, such as 
Twitter, and other media sources, to identify potential risks in the supply chain.   
Through standard, pre-configured risk taxonomies as well as specific user-
defined risk categories, taxonomies and data sources, the application can 
automatically monitor thousands of suppliers. Additionally, the service can be 
run at any frequency desired by the user, daily, weekly, monthly, etc. Through 
this integration, supplier data and pre-determined risk categories and 
taxonomies can be passed to Watson.    As risk indicators are identified across 
thousands of data sources, the Alyx solution sends notifications back to users 
that a potential issue has been identified. 

 

 
  

 Supplier Risk: 
Causes 
 Relationship 

 Performance 

 Human Resources 

 Supply chain disruption 

 Financial health 

 Environmental 

  

 Supplier Risk: 
Disruption Events 
 Mis-alignment of interests 

 Quality, delivery, service problems 

 Supplier union strike, ownership 
changes, workforce disruption 

 Supplier locked Tier II stoppage 

 Financial distress 

 Disasters (weather, earthquake, 
terrorists) 

 Supplier Risk: 
Consequences 
 Sudden loss of supplier 

 Finished goods shipment stopped 

 Quality concerns recall 

 Backup supplier concerns 

 Emergency fulfillment 

 Emergency rushed shipments 

 Reputation 

 Market share loss 
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Why Alyx? 
 Leading IT services and solutions provider 

with 35+ years of corporate experience 
 

 IBM business partner for over 20 years; 100+ 
successful FileNet implementations globally 

 

 Award-winning, pre-configured ECM solutions 
– to meet specific needs of our customers 

 

 Represent and sell the entire IBM ECM 
Portfolio 

 

 Dedicated IBM ECM practice with over 40 
certified resources on IBM technologies 

 

 Member of IBM’s ECM Partner Council 
 

 Winner of the 2014 IBM ECM Worldwide 
Business Partner Case Excellence Award 

 

 AIIM Carl E. Nelson Best Practices Award for 
Contracts Management and A/P Processing 
Enterprise Content Management Solution 
(ECMS) 

 

Technology Stack: 

 Supplier Life Cycle Management Platform (like Ariba) 

 Watson Explorer Content Analytics 

 Twitter APIs, ICIS, Watson Discovery 

 

Process Flow 

 

 

Benefits 

 Meet regulatory requirements with respect to supplier risk management; 

 Derive greater business relationships with multiple vendors and suppliers; 

 Gain insight into risk exposure through a comprehensive risk rank score for 
each vendor within your ecosystem; 

 Develop a foundation for risk mitigation tools, controls, and other 
compliance efforts; 

 Mitigate risk by targeting operationally material third-parties for 
appropriate and proactive monitoring and assessments; 

 Better preparation in the event of emergencies; 

 Monitor risks and initiate backup supplier services, as required; 

 Protect your brand and corporate reputation; 

 Protect your revenues; and, 

 Protect market share loss. 

 

About Alyx Technologies India Pvt. Ltd. 

Alyx Technologies brings 35 years of corporate experience to help companies 
tackle large volumes of data and unstructured content (such as, emails, web 
content, instant messages, social media and documents) to streamline business 
processes and gain business insights.     

With experience in big data, cognitive computing, cloud deployment and 
analytics, we are uniquely positioned to help you take the greatest advantage 
of your digital assets, while helping protect your organisation with effective 
management of the assets.  

Alyx offers services ranging from strategic IT consulting, solutions engineering, 
product development, records management and quality assurance to ongoing 
support & maintenance. 

 

For more information, please visit our web site: 

www.alyxtech.com or email us at marketing@alyxtech.com. 
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